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COMMENTARY

A Unique Researcher Identifier for the Physician Payments Sunshine Act

Daniel Carpenter, PhD
Steven Joffe, MD, MPH

The Physician Payments Sunshine Act (PPSA) promises a new era of transparency for the US health care system. Signed into law on March 23, 2010, the PPSA is part of the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act of 2009.1 The PPSA requires medical product companies to report to the Department of Health and Human Services (DHHS) a range of “transfers of value” to covered recipients (physicians and teaching hospitals). With some exceptions, these transfers and their value will be publicly disclosed.

The PPSA constitutes an important step toward comprehensive, user-friendly, point-of-need availability of information about physicians’ and investigators’ financial relationships with industry. Ideally, any user of a major biomedical research database such as PubMed, clinicaltrials.gov, or NIH RePORTER should be able to access a Web page listing an author’s, investigator’s, or grantee’s financial relationships by following an embedded hyperlink. However, limitations of the PPSA will prevent realization of this ambitious vision. Straightforward, inexpensive measures to remedy these omissions would greatly enhance the value of the PPSA.

Limits of the PPSA

Data disclosed in response to the PPSA will be useful for many purposes, including greater consciousness of physician payments and increased ability to monitor physician behavior. These data will also facilitate independent analysis of the relationships between financial ties and research and clinical outcomes, not only allowing the research community to monitor conflicts of interest but also encouraging companies to scrutinize their financial relationships with individual researchers.

The PPSA, however, has important limitations. First, it does not cover payments to nonphysician investigators. Second, it does not incorporate a unique identifier that would permit linkages among databases. Although the PPSA requires companies to include physicians’ National Provider Identifiers (NPIs) in their annual submissions to DHHS, it explicitly prohibits DHHS from disclosing NPIs in its public reports—and in any case, NPIs would not encompass nonphysician recipients. Together, these limitations constrain the PPSA’s reach and inhibit the ability of interested parties to use these data to understand the nature and effects of industry’s financial relationships with the biomedical research enterprise.

These omissions are important because of pervasive concerns that industry financial relationships may contribute bias to research.2 Although the entity that funded a study is usually clearly identified, it is much more difficult to learn whether an investigator has received payments. This gap in available data gives rise to 3 related limitations. First, without unique investigator identifiers, universities and research hospitals have difficulty learning of payments to their faculty or staff. Second, investigators’ incentives to be concerned about the fact or appearance of conflict of interest are diminished when their research cannot easily be linked to their financial relationships. Third, it is difficult to examine whether payments are linked to research outcomes.3

Remedying the Deficiencies in the PPSA

The effectiveness of disclosure requires high-quality information that is accessible through a user-friendly interface. Four simple steps would allow the PPSA to fulfill its promise. First, an entity with access to payments data submitted to DHHS and the capability to function in a clearinghouse role could establish and administer a database of unique researcher identifiers. Second, DHHS could mandate that companies include recipients’ researcher identifiers in their annual reports. Third, DHHS could include recipients’ researcher identifiers in its annual public disclosure of companies’ payments. Fourth, a means to incentivize registration of nonphysician and non-US investigators will be required. For example, institutional review boards might condition study approval on investigators’ provision of their researcher identifiers.
identifiers, or biomedical journals might require inclusion of authors’ researcher identifiers with submitted manuscripts.

Although several organizations could in theory administer the proposed system and its linkages to other databases, the National Library of Medicine (NLM) may be best positioned to perform this task. First, the NLM already houses many of the major databases that would be linked through the researcher identifier system. Second, as a component of DHHS, the NLM could fulfill the clearinghouse role without the administrative complexity required to move data between executive departments or outside the federal government.

The idea of a researcher identifier is hardly new. Several proposals, one of which seeks to establish “an alphanumeric string that uniquely identifies an individual scientist, much the way that a Digital Object Identifier (DOI) uniquely identifies a paper, book or other scholarly publication,” are currently circulating. The goal of existing proposals is to minimize attribution error (i.e., attributing an article to the wrong “D Smith”). The potential of a unique identifier to foster transparency of financial relationships in biomedical research has not, however, been previously recognized.

The federal government has long required the registration and unique identification of physicians as well as of organizations such as hospitals and health plans. Thus, ample legal authority exists for the creation of these identifiers through rulemaking.

**Benefits of a Unique Researcher Identifier**

With a system of unique researcher identifiers in place, readers of articles or abstracts using PubMed or other online bibliographic databases would be able to hyperlink to a publicly available page listing the investigator’s payments. Similarly, patients and others seeking studies on clinicaltrials.gov would be able to access data on investigators’ financial relationships. In addition, analysts would be able to examine whether payments are concentrated among certain kinds of researchers or in certain subfields of research, as well as whether they are systematically associated with particular research outcomes.

Many of the benefits of disclosure systems come from recipients’ knowledge that their behavior is being observed. Given the ease of access and aggregation associated with a unique identifier, researchers would be induced to think more carefully about the payments they accept. Companies may police their payment patterns more carefully. The claim that payments are directed to the scholars with the greatest expertise can be rigorously tested.

Although any such system has limitations, these are likely to be modest relative to the gains. Investigators would have one-time compliance costs for a system that would serve other purposes. Given the current administration’s transparency initiative, the net cost of informatics and Web hosting would likely be modest. With the prior existence of both the PPSA and a nascent researcher identification system, it is unlikely that the present proposal would chill scientific discovery. Moreover, although nonphysician and non-US investigators would not initially be covered (the PPSA does not mandate disclosure of payments to these professionals), a researcher identifier would create a basis for extending disclosure, through voluntary efforts or future mandates, to these scientists. Recent efforts to compel Public Health Service–funded researchers to disclose their financial relationships are a step in this direction, but are limited in that many investigators do not receive Public Health Service funding.

**Conclusion**

The goal of PPSA—to enhance transparency of financial relationships between the medical products industry and those individuals who influence the practice of medicine or the conduct of research—is a worthy one. The development of a unique identifier system that permits linkage of individuals’ payments data to their entries in major biomedical research databases and facilitates extension of disclosure practices to nonphysician investigators will enhance the likelihood that the PPSA will achieve its important goal.
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